
George & Kathy Motto’s CCUU 2023 Stewardship Testimonial 
 
We feel very happy and honored to tell you that we truly believe that in you, our CCUU 
congregation, we have found the loving place that we had been searching for.  
 
We joined Countryside Church Unitarian Universalist (CCUU) in early 2014. We both 
were older (74 and 73 now married 57yrs.) and had been raised Catholic in Chicago. 
We remained nominally Catholic until our four children grew up and until our tolerance 
for what we considered God-centered faith waned. As time progressed, however, we 
realized that we were beginning, although we still had friends and family and our 
medical and psychiatric nursing professions, to miss more and more the opportunities to 
regularly meet in a “faith community” of like-minded people, to affirm shared beliefs and 
practices, to advocate for the common good and universal equality and acceptance, to 
thoughtfully discuss issues like guns and climate change, and to commemorate and 
celebrate and live through special times like life’s milestones – births, weddings, 
anniversaries, and, yes, suffering and death. We actually have five children – several 
adopted. Our son Christopher Michael, age three, died after being hit by a car in 1976.  
 
We had been very concerned that you, CCUU, the loving community that we freely and 
knowingly adopted (and that adopted us) in 2014 – a community that is itself disparate 
but caring like our own immediate family, and which is an amalgam of young and old, 
families and singles, individuals of differing faith traditions and of different sexual 
orientation and gender and to a lesser extent, race, plus much more is now in serious 
trouble. In our view, fellow CCUUs, we had lost our way because we are not seeing, to 
quote the metaphor: “The forest for trees.” In this metaphor the “forest” is CCUU, our 
loving community with its great visions for the future, its aspirations, its uniqueness, its 
tolerance, its cooperation, its pursuit of fairness and truth, and, most importantly, its 
willingness to discuss and resolve issues – all the reasons we joined CCUU.  We’re 
stuck in this metaphor’s “trees.” The “trees” are our real or perceived differences – some 
feel “Our personal needs are being ignored!”; “Nobody’s listening to me!”; “I believe in 
God – they don’t”; “There’s no spiritual! “It’s too woke or not woke enough!” “I have 
serious trouble with transgender”; “Why RE?;” Why so many paid staff?”; “There’s too 
much (or not enough) asking for money,” and on and on.  
 
The point of all this and the unvarnished truth which is now finally being totally brought 
to light and being openly discussed thanks to our Interim Minister, Rev. Denise and the 
New Interim Minister Transitions Team is that all CCUU’s, despite any and all of our 
differences and circumstances, must come together and pony up as best we can. Yes, 
our CCUU needs more money and we all must ensure that our current CCUU 
stewardship drive is successful, or else our CCUU, our loving community, will not 
continue.  
 
Now again, you may be thinking that “Yeah, George and Kathy are always pollyannaish, 
have an easy life, and are mindlessly supportive of CCUU.” Hah! That’s a joke! Because 
of our on and off disagreements and concerns with CCUU’s direction since we’ve 
become members eight years ago if anything we’ve been “difficult.” We’re sure some of 



you think and will say that “difficult” is an understatement! In the interest of 
transparency, we must tell you that before CCUU began transitioning we had decreased 
our pledge this year by one third. When we saw the changes and other moves Rev. 
Denise, our CCUU Board of Trustees, and a whole group of concerned CCUU members 
were instigating, we increased our pledge back up and we have recommitted to totally 
support CCUU, our adopted, Loving Community. We strongly encourage that all CCUU 
members do the same depending on your circumstances, of course. 
 
We thank you for reading this, 
George & Kathy Motto 
March 8, 2023 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


